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Reading level test

Complete the test to understand your reading level. If you score above 75% in this 
test, we recommend you read Level 3 graded readers.

1  Write the correct word under each picture.

           

 a) ......................... b) ......................... c) .........................

2  Write the correct word under each picture.

           

 a) ......................... b) ......................... c) .........................
     

3  Match the words and the definitions. There are three words you do not need 
to use.

 break     exam     yesterday     tomorrow     diary     postcard

 a) the day before today: ...................................... 
 b) a book in which you write about what you do every day: ...................................... 
 c) a test of things you know: ...................................... 
     
4  Match the words and the definitions. There are three words you do not need 

to use.
 

bottle    biscuit     soup     knife     floor     bookshelf

 a) you walk on this in a house: ......................................  
 b) a liquid dish, usually made with vegetables and meat: ......................................  
 c) a glass or plastic container for liquids: ...................................... 
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flat
fire

wheel
tent

snake
plant

clock
mobile phone 

honey
ladder

owl
kitchen
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5  Complete the sentences with the adjectives 
 
 tired     difficult     careful     dangerous     loud     strange

 a) Jan knows that it is ........................................ to stand under the tree in a 
 thunderstorm. 

 b) As soon as he opened the door, he immediately smelled something  
 ........................................ . It was smoke! 

 c) It was ........................................ to see in the dark.
 d) He was very ........................................ with his money.
 e) Ziggy’s heart was beating fast and ........................................ as he was running.
 f) She was thin and ........................................ from too much hard work.
  
6  Complete the sentences with one of the words below. There are three adverbs 

you do not need to use.

 sadly     quickly     carefully     loudly     suddenly     easily

 a) She ran after him ........................................ but he disappeared round a corner. 
 b) Jan can see Michael smiling at her from the back of the classroom and  

 ........................................ there’s something familiar about his face.
 c) ‘They lost the match’, she thought ........................................ .

7  Complete the gaps with one of the words below. 

 must     bigger     looked     picked     was     changing

 Alice a) .............................. at the stones. They were b) .............................. into cakes. She  
c) .............................. one up and put it in her mouth. ‘I can’t grow d) ............................ so 
I e) .............................. grow smaller,’ she thought. She f) .............................. very happy to 
see that she started to get smaller immediately. Soon she could get through the door.
 

8  Complete the gaps with one of the words or phrases below.

 them     is going to     thought 

 ‘I have to be patient,’ he a) ........................................, ‘and smart. First I have to stop 
the bullies, then Tara b) ........................................ like me. Just like the girls in films: 
they always fall in love with the hero,’ Tom smiled to himself. Tara was at the other 
end of the playground. She ran to meet c) ........................................ .
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